Product Overview

In-vehicle infotainment (IVI) design complexity along with consumer demand for the latest technology features make it extremely challenging for automakers and their suppliers to keep pace. Integrating the many informational and entertainment features is an enormous task, but one that is made much easier by automotive-grade Intel® In-Vehicle Solutions. The portfolio includes a hardened, application-ready, Linux*-based hardware platform and a uniquely-comprehensive, pre-integrated set of automotive middleware that comprises core features such as two-second fast boot, power management, persistency, connectivity, graphics, audio/video functions, and more. Using these highly-integrated solutions, automakers and their suppliers can speed up time to market, in comparison to traditional solutions, and liberate resources to focus on creating compelling user experiences.
Intel In-Vehicle Solutions, shown in Figure 1, offer optimized system choices in hardware-only or as a complete, application-ready platform with an integrated software foundation:

**Compute modules**: Providing a fully-validated, automotive-grade design, Intel® In-Vehicle Solutions Compute Modules support a full complement of IVI features.

**Software foundation**: Delivering a comprehensive middleware package, the Intel® In-Vehicle Solutions Software Foundation is pre-integrated and pre-validated to speed up development time over traditional solutions.

**Application-Ready IVI Platform**: Integrating the compute module with the software foundation yields an application-ready IVI platform that greatly reduces development effort and time to market for advanced IVI systems in comparison to traditional solutions.

### IVI Use Cases
Addressing today’s and tomorrow’s requirements, Intel In-Vehicle Solutions were designed to support a wide range of IVI use cases, including:

- **Entertainment**
  - Multi-zone audio and video
  - Multimedia processing
  - DVD playback
  - Distributed audio/video management
  - Distributed playback
  - Ethernet audio/video bridging (AVB)

- **User Interface Technologies**
  - Speech recognition
  - Text to speech
  - Gesture recognition
  - Touch screen

- **Navigation and GPS**
- **Internet and Cloud Connectivity**
- **Accident Avoidance (i.e., cameras)**
- **Advanced Driver Assistance**
- **Graphics Display**

### Software Foundation
The Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Software Foundation offers a comprehensive middleware package that is optimized and pre-validated with our compute module to enable faster time to market compared to traditional solutions. This spares system developers from having to design and integrate these components themselves, thereby enabling them to cut months off the typical development time for IVI systems.

The software foundation is a standards-based software platform consisting of hardened components that are based on the Linux operating system and support a two second fast boot. The components are delivered in three separate modules: essential features, advanced entertainment, and premium entertainment, as shown in Figure 2.
Moreover, this fully-supported middleware is hardened and optimized for speed and memory footprint, thus enabling the high performance needed to power innovative automotive experiences. It is also designed for maximum code reuse, allowing it to run on future generations of Intel® processors and eliminating the need to design next-generation systems from scratch, which is often the case today.

Making it straightforward for automakers and their suppliers to customize solutions, the Intel-supplied middleware is flexible and extensible, providing a well-defined API for adding additional compatible functions, applications from various ecosystems, etc.

Open and Flexible
Since the Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Software Foundation takes advantage of many open-source components, IVI system developers can easily incorporate new applications and additional middleware from the Linux community. The software framework shares a large number of features with the GENIVI® platform as well as being highly aligned with the emerging AGL specification and the Linux Foundation. Together, this facilitates the adoption of further open-source extensions and processes, resulting in shortened development cycles, faster time to market, and reduced costs for companies developing IVI equipment and software compared to traditional solutions.

Security and Data Protection
Today’s connected devices need to be secure, and the Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Software Foundation safeguards IVI systems in a number of ways. The secure boot feature helps prevent malware that may have infiltrated the system from executing before the operating system starts up and launches security software. High-bandwidth Digital Content Protection (HDCP) helps prevent unauthorized monitoring of digital data sent to the display. Key value access secures downloads, and digital rights management (DRM) functions protect the copyrights of data circulated via the Internet.

Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Development Kit
Supporting the Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Platform, the kit includes a chassis and development tools needed to quickly bring up IVI systems. Read more

Automotive-Grade Compute Modules
Automakers and suppliers also have the option of purchasing the compute modules separately, which allows them to reduce IVI research, design, engineering, and manufacturing costs by offloading the complexities of computer design and production to Intel. Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Compute Modules are fanless, automotive-grade, production-ready hardware platforms (Figure 3) that enable price/performance-optimized IVI systems across an entire automotive portfolio. IVI developers can choose from five module SKUs, featuring four different Intel® Atom™ processors, up to 4 GB of DDR3L memory, and up to 32 GB of non-volatile memory on an embedded multimedia card (eMMC). The compute modules also include a power management solution and the Intel® Ethernet Controller I210-IS, which support IEEE 802.1Qav audio-video bridging (AVB) for tightly-controlled media stream synchronization, buffering, and reservation.

Module Boot Loader
The modules include a board support package (BSP) and fully-validated I/O and graphics drivers that are optimized for Intel Atom processors. Reducing development time for future IVI projects, the modules enable software compatibility to next-generation Intel Atom processors.

The modules also integrate an automotive boot loader that enables full functionality, including video, in two seconds and supports general Linux-based operating systems. They quickly boot from a production kernel that can
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be stored in the eMMC, or in the case of system failures, can recover by booting from an emergency kernel stored in SPI Flash memory. The boot loader also supports system diagnostics.

Power-Efficient Processors
The Intel In-Vehicle Compute Modules integrate the Intel Atom processor E3800, which delivers outstanding compute, graphics, and media performance while operating within a 5–10W thermal design power (TDP). This system on chip (SoC) family has built-in security and hardware-assisted virtualization, and supports an industrial temperature range, which all help improve IVI system reliability.

Connecting the car, consumer devices, and the cloud together requires a robust and flexible computing foundation, which the Intel Atom processor E3800 product family provides in a number of ways:

- Industrial temperature range
- Full HD video acceleration
- Video management, storage, and streaming
- Secure, measured booting

Faster IVI Development than Traditional Solutions
Intel In-Vehicle Solutions are helping automakers and suppliers greatly reduce IVI design complexity by offering optimized compute modules as well as application-ready platforms with an integrated software foundation. These components are supported by the Intel® In-Vehicle Solutions Development Kit, complete with chassis and development tools; enabling in-vehicle testing of IVI features soon after application software is loaded. By providing solutions with pre-integrated hardware and software components, Intel will significantly reduce the time needed to bring next-generation IVI systems to market.


For more information about the Intel In-Vehicle Solutions Development Kit, download the product brief.
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1 Source: https://www.genivi.org. This reference does not imply Genivi® endorsed this solution, but rather the solution is in keeping with the solutions currently proposed by Genivi.

2 The TDP specification should be used to design the processor thermal solution. TDP is not the maximum theoretical power the processor can generate.

*Other names and brands may be claimed as the property of others.